
Secondary Glazing Systems

Window Conversion Angles

CONVERTING FROM FLAT WINDOW SURROUND TO A CAVITY 

Window Conversion Angles are 25mm x 23mm, 90 degree angles which are 3mm thick, 
making them extremely strong. They can be screwed to wooden window frames to make 
either a 4 sided cavity, or a flat wide surface, for secondary Glazing systems that need either 
in which to be installed. The Angles are made in high quality Outdoor Grade uPVC, in either 
white or brown, providing an exact match for the various Easyfix glazing and draught excluder 
products. They can be mitred with 45 degree cuts if required for cosmetic purposes.
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Pack Contents: The Window Conversion Angles come in packs of 3 x 3m lengths in white or brown. If 
a large number of windows are being converted with the Angles, bulk packs of 10 x 3m lengths are also 
available.

Angles are common products available from many retail outlets. The Window Conversion Angles are particularly 
strong because of their thickness, and this ability to support substantial weight, with the colour matching, makes them 
the most suitable companion for other Easyfix products.

These Angles can be fitted so that the fixed leg (and screws) remain visible or covered once the Trackglaze system 
is installed. These images  show  the cavity created, and how the Angles are fixed in place:

Creating an ideal surface for fitting Trackglaze Vertical / Horizontal, 
and other Easyfix Secondary Glazing systems

CONVERTING FROM CAVITY TO A FLAT FITTING SURFACE
Where the window surround is too narrow to fit your secondary Glazing system of choice, , the Angles can attached 

within a cavity or on the inner edge of a window frame to provide a wider fitting surface. These images show the 
results, with the choice of fitting direction:

 Frame unsuitable for cavity install Angles fitted, legs/screws on show Angles with internal legs/screws
Easyfix Secondary Glazing systems suited to this method are Trackglaze Vertical and Trackglaze Horizontal.

 Frame unsuitable for face fitting Angles fitted, screws hidden Angles with screws visible

Easyfix systems suited to this method are Magnetglaze, Magnetglaze Extreme, Magnetglaze Pro  
and Magnetglaze Pro extreme


